We extend the theory of "Fine structure and iteration trees" to models having more than one Woodin cardinal.
Introduction
We shall extend the theory of "Fine structure and iteration trees" [4] to more powerful mice. The mice which do not completely overpower us we call 'tame'.
Definition 0.1, A premouse ~2 is tame iff whenever E is a (K, A)-extender of the A-sequence, and K =S 6 < A, then $f k "6 is not Woodin".
We use the notion of premouse of [4] . We shall henceforth use freely the notions and results of that paper. A tame premouse can have many Woodin cardinals; it can satisfy "There is a strong cardinal K such that K is a limit of Woodin cardinals". Tame premice cannot satisfy "There is a Woodin cardinal K such that K is a limit of Woodin cardinals", or even the weaker "There is a K which is 6 + l-strong, for some Woodin cardinal 6 3 K".
'Wild' premice are beyond our control because we cannot show that V is iterable in the way it (seemingly) must be in order to compare such premice. We seem to need, at a minimum, a proof that player II wins the length CO, + 1 iteration game %(.M, w, + 1) on JU, whenever Ju is a countable elementary submodel of V (cf. [l, Section 51) . Our inability to prove this is the main obstacle blocking the progress of inner model theory toward larger cardinals. What makes tame premice manageable is that the iteration trees which arise in comparing them can be realized as plays of the weak iteration game IV&*(.& wi), and (by [l, Section 51) we do know that II wins this game on countable JU < V.
In Section 1 of this paper we describe the fine structural version of I+%*(.& 
Definition 0.2. A premouse
JU is meek iff whenever K is the critical point of an extender on the d-sequence, then 9: # "there are arbitrarily large Woodin cardinals".
A meek premouse can have arbitrarily large Woodin cardinals; it cannot have a measurable cardinal which is a limit of Woodin cardinals. In Section 2 we shall prove an extension of the strong uniqueness theorem appropriate to meek premice. We shall show elsewhere that there are tame mice for which the strong uniqueness theorem fails. In Section 3 we describe briefly how to extend the remainder of [4] to meek mice. This extension involves no new ideas.
The results of the first three sections of this paper can be regarded as a proof of the following theorem. The real meaning of clause (2) is that LIE] has a fine structure theory. Clause (3) actually follows from (2 and show R n L[E:] = R fl HODL"'. These results were proved independently by Hugh Woodin. In a sequel we shall obtain analogous results for the minimal model having n Woodin cardinals, where it < o (see [2] ). We do not have such sharp information for models having more than w Woodin cardinals.
Iterability and comparison for tame mice
We now describe a slight variant of the construction of [ cf. [4] .) Now suppose A& is given. Let oy = OR II J&, and set E la-i hiE "Q+, = (J,+, ) E, pq%q.
Finally, suppose A is a limit ordinal. Let ov = lim inf,, (p:)"'. Then _& is the unique passive premouse P such that 2: = 9 and V/3 < r] (2; is the eventual value of J$+ as E--+ A). If the construction just described never stops, then the definition of JV" makes sense also when A = OR = 00. We have then OR 5 N__; that is, it is a proper class model. Definition 1.1. I!?' is the good extender sequence such that JV~ = $JE. We call it the maximal tame sequence.
C' = (_A$ 1 NE is defined).
The construction just described differs from that of [4] in just two respects.
First, we allow arbitrary tame NE's, rather than just l-small ones. Second, we do not stop the construction because of a failure of iterability. We do, however, demand the fine structural consequences of iterability (solidity and universality) which guarantee that the construction converges to a model of height OR.
We now make some definitions which will enable us to state an iterability theorem for countable Q < .A$.
Definition 1.2. Let n: 9+ Q where Pi' and Q are ppm, and let X c 19). We say n is a (k, X)-embedding iff n is a weak k-embedding which is r&+, elementary on parameters from X.
Weak k-embeddings are defined in [4, Section 121; they are weaker than k-embeddings in that they need only be r& elementary (rather than r&+,), and in that sup ~+'p: may be strictly less than pf.
The (k, X)-embeddings n: P-t Q which arise in practice are such that there is a k-embedding o: A-t P with X = ran u. Such maps n are called 'almost r&+,' embeddings (cf. [5] ). We can now state precisely our iterability theorem.
Recall that a putative iteration tree is just like an ordinary iteration tree, except that its last model (if it has one) may be ill-founded. Let us emphasize that in 1.7, JU, Y, b, and the realizing maps may not be in V. However, we do require that the realizations map into models of (C')".
The proof of iterability in the union of [l] and [4] adapts easily to yield 1.7. The fact that _44, .Y and JC may not be in V is not a problem because p represents small forcing. The background extenders for the (C) construction all lift to extenders with the appropriate strength in V[G]. We can then run the proofs of [l] and [4] in V[G], using these fattened background extenders. We omit further detail concerning the proof of 1.7. Theorem 1.7 implies immediately that player II wins the weak iteration game on a countable At < NE. This game is defined in [l] in the case A% is a 'coarse premouse'; we now describe its obvious adaptation to the fine structure setting. Let A be a k-sound premouse, where k s w, and let 8 be an ordinal. W%~(.Al, 0) is played in 0 rounds; before beginning round cy< 8 we have fine premice JUT, for p s IX, an ordinal ym s CX, and an ordinal n, s w such that Ju, is n,-sound.
We also have n,-embeddings ipb : .I& -JI& defined for ya c /3 < 6 c CX, and these embeddings commute. We shall have:
We set At,, = A, y. = 0, and no = k. If (Y is a limit ordinal < 8, then player II loses WY&(Ju, 0) unless yli is eventually constant as /3-+ (Y. If player II does not lose for this reason, we set yU = eventual value of ylj as p-+ CY. We set n, = inf{n, 1 y,i = ya A p < a}. Player II loses unless the direct limit of the A$, for ym c/3< cy, under the ip6 's is well-founded. If player II does not lose for this reason, we let .A!, be the direct limit in question.
Round (Y of WS~(Ju, 0) is played as follows. Player I begins by playing a countable putative n,-maximal iteration tree 3 on .A&. (This is a system satisfying all the requirements of n,-maximal iteration trees, except that in the case it has a last model, that model is allowed to be ill founded.)
Player II can then either accept 9 or play a maximal well-founded branch b of 3, with the proviso that he cannot accept 9 if it has a last, ill-founded model. If II accepts 3, then we let J/t a+, = JUT, where ,Uq is the last model of Y. If DF n [0, q]r = 0 (i.e., there's no dropping along the branch of F leading to AC)), then we set ya+r = 'ya and i a,a+l = hp. . F Otherwise, we let ya+, = a + 1. In either case, we let n,,, = deg"(n).
If II plays a maximal well-founded branch b of 5, we proceed similarly.
We let J&&+, =.4X:. If D"n b =0, then we set yn+, = ye and ia,or+l =i$.
Otherwise, ya+, = cy + 1. In either case, n,,, = deg"(b). The first player to violate the rules of W%~(Ju, 0) loses. If neither player violates the rules at any round cv < 8, then II wins iff ye is eventually constant as (Y-+ 8, and the direct limit of the Ju,, a, < 8 sufficiently large, under the i13y for /I < y < 8 sufficiently large, is well-founded. (We adopt here the notation from our description of WY&(& w,).) Player II should also maintain that ( ya s p < (Y 3 & = 5, A 5 = its oipa) and that (/3 < yol + & > &). Clearly, 1.7 says that II can always play this way. Clearly, he wins by doing so. We shall give no further detail on the proof of 1.9.
A winning strategy for II in W&(.A, w,) of the sort described in the previous paragraph we call a realization strategy.
We now prove a comparison theorem for countable mice which are realizable in 62. The proof of the theorem is more important than its statement. Notice that if 9 1 q + 1 arises in this initial segment of the construction, then 2 must accept 3 1 q + 1 if I plays it as his first move in W%~(Ju, or) as otherwise E would play a maximal b witnessing that some [0, A], was not the unique cofinal (n, 3, X)-realizable branch of 9 1 il. So we don't encounter ill-founded ultrapowers at successor steps so long as we have unique realizable cofinal branches at limit steps. Now suppose we reach a limit step h at which either the existence or Our problem, and the reason we haven't done something similar before il, is that iterating the least disagreement may later lead us to apply an extender to some JUT with q < A, and this cannot be done in plays of WYSk(.d, IS,) extending (Y r A, b). (I's next move must be a tree on ~2: '".) H owever, we can use the existence of c to arrange that this problem doesn't arise. For let A be a realization strategy for II witnessing that &g is (deg9(c), w,)-iterable. We now start simultaneously comparing .&r (=A," t A), Jq I*, and whatever we had at stage il on the X side. We use 2 on plays extending (9 r A., b) to continue building .Y, and A to start building an iteration tree Y on ,Ug r *. Suppose ou r p otential problem arises at stage 5 > 3L:
we have a (K, y)-extender E on the .MF sequence which is part of a least disagreement, and in order to avoid moving generators on F we must apply it to ,Uq, where q < A. Thus K < Ih ET. Let 6 = sup{lh Ez 1 (Y < A}. So K < 6 < y. Let 9 be the last model of Y at stage Zj. Since .!?P 1 y = l?"c 1 y, P(S) fl J$'c 9, so P(S)nJ~~JUpn&? . IA But then 6.1 of [4] implies that 6 is Woodin in Jf< so that $?F'is not tame, a contradiction.
In sum, when more than one cofinal realizable branch appears, we dovetail in a new comparison which guarantees that a certain 6 is Woodin in the common 'lined up part' of the family of models we are comparing.
Because we are dealing with tame mice, this means we won't have to backtrack 'past 6' in the future, and so can build out iteration trees using strategies in the weak game.
We proceed to the details of the construction.
Let Z:,, be a realization strategy for II in W%~(A, w,) and 2, a realization strategy for II in WC&(.&-, w,).
If 2 is any winning strategy for 11 in the weak game on Pi?, and p is a position consistent with 2 with I to move, then by the last model of p we mean the model on which, according to the rules, I must play his next iteration tree. (This is % if p is the empty position.) We let deg(p), the degree of p, be the unique II < o such that the rules require that I's next tree be n-maximal. (So Qii = 9$ and Q:' = P?,.) We let "uli be the empty tree on PC:, and @,' the empty tree on 9,. (So ?ii$= P$:, and By= Pi.)
Now let y = rl + 1. If there is an CY < V~ such that for all p < Y,,, 322 is an initial segment of 92, then we stop the construction.
We Otherwise, if o is not such an index, we set %',= %z. Induction hypotheses (3) implies that Z',(pz-%Y,) = accept, and therefore OUY, is a real iteration tree. It is clear that our induction hypotheses continue to hold at stage y. Now let y < w, be a limit ordinal. Let Y = U {Y, ( q < y}.
Case 1. For some (Y < Y, pz is not eventually constant as n -+ y.
In this case, by (4) , no pz is eventually constant as tl+ Y. We set v,, = Y, and for a<~,, PL=U{PZI rl<Y) and %L = the empty tree on the last model of p;. Clearly, induction hypotheses (l)- (4) still hold.
Case 2. For all cr < Y, pz is eventually constant as q + y.
Let qn be the eventual value of pz as r] + y. Let .9', be the deg(q,)-maximal iteration tree of minimal length extending all %z such that p; = qw. BY (3) if 9, has limit length then (For notational convenience, we are allowing I to play the empty tree as a move in WS; if he does, then II must accept.) We let %L be the empty tree on the last model of p& Finally, fix an (Y < Y such that 9a has limit length and a cofinal appropriately realizable branch c # b,. We let S!?,, = J+@, and Z,, be a realization strategy for II witnessing that 9?V is (degym(c), w,)-iterable. We let ~1: be the empty position in the iteration game on gV:, and %1: the empty tree on ??,,. (So ??V = Q: = 9?,;.) Once again, it is easy to check the induction hypothesis. This completes the construction.
Claim. The construction stops at some y < w, .
Proof. Assume not. For y < wI let a,, be the least o such that for some (Y, p < vu, %;II: disagrees with %!J below CT + 1. Note av is the common length of all extenders used at stage y in forming the %:+I' s. By induction on 6 we have that y<6 3 u,<a,.
Case 1. sup{ vu 1 y < w,} = WI.
Let y E S iff subcase 2B applied at stage y. These are the stages at which we begin new comparisons: y E S iff vv # lJscv vfi. For y E S, we set 6, = sup{% I P < Y>. on the sequence of some 9'22.) Notice also that for y, rl E S with y < r~, 6, < 6,. Since all our mice are tame, if y E S and E is an extender used after stage y in the construction, then 6, < crit E. In particular, if E is used on %z and F is used on one of the trees played by I in p 2, then lh F < crit E. For letting y be least such that F is used on one of the trees in p:, we have y E S and lh F < 6, < crit E. It follows that we can 'concatenate' all of the iteration trees certified by II in lJ,,<o, pz, and thereby obtain an iteration tree Tm. (If I plays Y in some round of W%, and II accepts, then II certifies 9'. If II rejects and plays b, then II certifies the iteration tree extending Y 1 (sup b) whose last model is A:.) We shall not give a formal definition of Fe, since it is clear what we mean. 3e is a k-maximal iteration tree of length w, on one of JU and JK Moreover, 3a has a unique cofinal branch b,; b, is the branch on which the models %!L occur whenever y E S or y is a limit of ordinals in S.
Let Pm be the largest ordinal in D,Tu n b,. For /3, y E b, such that fia < /3 < y, we let i&= i;;, and we let i&,, = iz$*. Notice here that ~~ is well-founded because b, has order type w,. A simple closure argument shows that w, E ~22. Noting that each b, is club in w,, we can now find a set C club in o, such that for all p E C Let E>p be such that E+lEb, and 7"-pred( 5 + 1) = /3. So E = Ep has critical point /?. Notice that E is used before any new comparisons are started; that is, if y E S -p, then In E = a, for some r < y. For otherwise, crit E = /3 6 6, < lh E, contrary to tameness. P, a) (For then, the homogeneity of Col(w, 0,) gives us such a branch in V, and we can take it as b,.) Now 1.7 implies that in V cO'(wswi) there is at least one such branch, so assume that there are two. We shall reflect this to V for our contradiction. Let r+!~ :M-+ V, be elementary, where M is countable transitive, 0 is large enough that (C')""= (Cl)" r 13, and %m, QL, n, and X are all in ran W. We have ~((n, QL -0) = (T QL X) since these are countable, and ~(021, 1 I$") = %,.
Let us write E = E(/?, a).

Let f : C-+ o, be such that v(E(P, f(P))) =S v(E(
Since IJJ is elementary
Mc"'(w.wO) k "there are distinct, cofinal, (E, %, 1 07, X)-realizablein-((P)" branches of Ou, 1 a$"'. This completes the proof that the construction stops at some stage y < 0,. Cl
Now fix y so that for some q < vu, 3; is an initial segment of %!J for all p < vv. For any a < vu, P.3: is clearly a model of an iteration tree on either .& or X; for the sake of completeness we describe this tree. Let LY(, = (Y. Given ak ~2,let8~Sbesuchthat~~=v~-l.For~<~~,let.Y~, be as in Case 2 of the construction at stage 8. Then we let ~yk+, be the /3 < ak such that !ZPm, = Jtzyfi for some cofinal realizable branch c of YL3. Set also ck = some such c.
Now fix j such that ~yi < 2. If 'ye = 0, our tree will be on JH, and if a; = 1, it will be on X. By symmetry we may assume q = 0. Fix i such that 1 <i d j, and let 8 = 0, be such that 8, E S and ai_, = vH -1. Notice that pz, has a last round. Let q come from ~2' by changing II's move in the last round to c,_,, and let ^u/; be the result of concatenating all iteration trees cerified by II in q. Finally, let "w;, be the result of concatenating all iteration trees certified by II in p&,. Then we set 3-m = Yq-Y4_,-' ' . "w;,"%l;.
It is not hard to see that 9m is a k-maximal iteration tree on &. The main point is that the concatenations leading to Ya do not cause 'moving generators', and thereby violate k-maximality. This is true by the argument of Case 1 in the proof of the claim: otherwise we get an extender overlapping a Woodin cardinal, contrary to tameness. Now fix (Y < vu so that V/I < yy (3: is an initial segment of %!J). Suppose first that .%z is a proper initial segment of some %!$. & is a tree on either Jlk or X; by symmetry, we may assume Ym is on JR. Let 8 + 1 = lh Ya and r + 1 = lh 9,. Since 3: is a proper initial segment of %!J, 32 is w-sound, so [0, 01" U DFa = 0 (and deg.Tu(q) = k for all n E [0, 131,). Since %?L is an initial segment of %!r, we can take Y = 9a and % = 9, and we have alternative 
Unique branches and meek mice
Let 9 be an iteration tree of limit length 8 on a fine premouse. We set
6(Y) = u lh Es, LI<H L?(F) = ayO (I?" 1 lh E:).
Notice that I?(Y) = i?'@ r 6(T), for any cofinal branch 6 of 9. We say that 6 is Woodin with respect to f (where f : 6 -6) just in case We now extend the strong uniqueness theorem, [4, Theorem 6.21, to the context of meek mice.
Theorem 2.2. Let & be countable, meek, and k-realizable. Let 3 be a countable, k-maximal iteration tree on .M such that pk+,(&) G lh E;:. Then 9 has at most one cofinal well-founded branch b such that JUT is deg,T(b)-realizable.
Remark. We mean to include the case k = w, with the convention that Po+*(J4 = PClJ(JG We shall need some elementary facts concerning supports in an iteration tree for the proof of 2.3. We now digress a bit in order to describe them. Mitchell [3] has independently investigated the notion of support for iteration trees.
Let 3 be a k-maximal iteration tree on a fine premouse A. We set Ju, = _Nz and E, = Ez, etc. We define by induction on & < lh 9: (a) X is an a-support, and (b) (~'4~)~. We shall have, by induction, that if X is an cu-support then a! E X, and Vy < (Y (y E X 3 X is a y-support). Also, X is an cY-support iff X II (cr + 1) is an a-support.
( $) and o E Sk,,, f E .A$. Let ?r: P?+ 4, be the inverse of the collapse of (J&)~, so that it is an n-embedding by induction hypothesis.
Since ~d-'( K) < p,, (9)) we can find g E 9" defined in 9' from T'(K), n-'(q), and possibly n-'(.&z), as f was defined in .&, from K, q, and possibly 4;. Then Jt(g) = f, so f E (A&)~.] 0 ur induction hypothesis implies f E (A&),. [For let f be the 71th element of Ju,, where rl< (K')"$. We may assume 8 < z.
Let p* = y(E,) if Y(E~) is a limit, and let ,u* = lh(E@) otherwise.
Then K < ,u* and ,U * is a cardinal of J&, so (~')"fi s p*. So as n E (A,),, n E (J&)~ by induction, so f E (A,),.] As (.&), is r_Z, elementary in J&, there is an n E (J&)~ such that f (6) = ui for (E,),,I,, a.e. ii (where ti is the appropriate subsequence, and ui the appropriate term, of U). Clearly r] = y, so y E (&), as desired. 0
Proof of 2.2. Let 9, Ju, and k be as in the hypotheses. We assume k < o; the case k = w is similar but simpler. Let 8 = lh 9 and 6 = 6(T). Suppose toward a contradiction that b and c are distinct cofinal branches of .Y such that JU," is degF(b)-realizable and JZ~ is degY(c)-realizable.
We now compare &d and ,Ug, as is done in 1.10. We obtain a deg,T(b)-maximal tree 9" on J@' with last model 9 and a degF(c)-maximal tree %' on JUT with last model Q such that P? is an initial segment of Q or vice-versa. It is possible here that one of Y' and %' is empty. As in the proof of 1.10, no extender used in 9" of %' has critical point ~6; otherwise our mice are not tame. Thus Y = Y-9" and % = YOU' are n-maximal iteration trees. Let lh Y = h. + 1 and lh % = q + 1, so that 9'= .Mr and Q = A:. By symmetry, we may assume 9
is an initial segment of Q. We now follow the proof of [4, Theorem 6.21. Proof. The proof of [4, Claim 5 of 6.21 shows that p$, ~i$,(pf+~). Now if 6 = OR f~ AZ, then .@ is an initial segment of .I@ (in that case JUT cannot be active because it would have no largest cardinal), so .Mc = 9' and our claim is true. So suppose S E J@. So 6 E 9, so 6 E Q, so 6 E JXB. Also p(g) n A:= P(6) n 9 G p(o) n Q E p(a) n ~2:.
It follows from 2.1 that 6 is Woodin in JUT and in 9'. Let (Y + 1 E b be such that T-pred(a + 1) = 0. Let ,u < crit Ez be such that if JUF~ "K is Woodin and K < crit(Ez)", then K > p. There is such a p because &s is meek. We can choose p so that p < crit(EiT) as well, because J&T is meek. We have then that for ,U =Z K C lh ET, .@k "K is not Woodin".
Since ,U < crit(Ez), I'$@) = y and p < 6. Since i& is sufficiently elementary, whenever i;%(p) S K 6 i$(lh E(T) we have Judb "K is not Woodin". Thus i,$,(lh ET) < 6. Since ~f+~ =G lh EiT by hypothesis, and p$, s i&f+,), we have pf{I G 6 as desired. But now crit(izA) > 6 (in the case F# 9) and ij%$ is an k-embedding because there's no dropping along [0, AIs. [4, Lemma 4.71 implies then that pf$, = pr+,. 0
Let p = p[+, , and let q E P? be such that Thr+ , (p U {q}) $ 9'. Let X be a finite 9'-support such that q E LPx. We also assume that 8 E X, and 6 E Px if 6 E 9'. Let Y be a finite %-support such that q E Q, and, if B = $f where w,u E OR", then also p E Q,. We also assume that 8 E Y, and 6 E Q, if 6 E Q. Proof. Let ~1 E Px, n Qx, fl 6. Now 6 = sup{crit(E,_,)
1 i 2 l}, so we can fix i 2 1 least such that ,u < crit(E,_,).
Suppose i > 1 toward a contradiction; let i = k + 1. Now T-pred( cq) < Pk because cwi is the least element of b which is >Pk.
The definition of 'iteration tree' and the fact that the v(ET)'s increase with y yields crit(E,-i) < v(~%~~~~(~,j) c v(Efi,-i).
Thus ~1 < v(EP,-i).
But now p E Qy, c Q,, so Claim 4 implies p < crit(&_,). We now repeat the argument with b and c interchanged.
Since Pk is the least element of c which is >ak, T-pred(j3,) < ak. So
Thus ,u < Y(E,~-,). But ,U E PX, and 6PX, E P,+ so p <crit(E,,_,). This contradicts the minimality of i. So i = 1. So 6PX, n QY, fl 6 c crit(E,,_,).
For the reverse inclusion it is enough by Claim 4 to show that crit(E,,_,) < crit(E,+,). Now T-pred(cu,) < /IO G T-pred(P,).
Since crit(E,,_,) < Y(E~_,,~~~(~,)), if crit(Ea,_,) G crit(E,,_,), then crit(Eg,_,) < v(E*) for some E < T-pred(P,), which contradicts the fact that iteration trees 'go back to the earliest possible model'. 0
Now PPX, and Q,, n 9' are (the universes of) generalized rZ,+, elementary substructures of 9, and therefore so is PX, fl QY,. (Note here that we have appropriately definable Skolem functions.) Let %! be the transitive collapse of the substructure of 9 with universe PX, n QY,, and r/~ : SC!+-9 the collapse map. Let K =crit (Em,-,). We have p <K, and q E ran($).
is a member of P?', a contradiction.
So let K E dam(v).
We now compare 92 with 9' as in Lemma 1.10, using k-maximal trees. We obtain k-maximal iteration trees "Ir on 3 and W on 8 with lengths o + 1 and t + 1 respectively such that A," is an initial segment of A," or vice versa. Notice that E* 1 K = 8" 1 K, and K is Woodin in 2. Since our mice are tame, no extenders with critical point SK are used in either 7'" or W. Proof. We must show that (s,(N) exists for all k < o. The proof is by induction on k; k = 0 is trivial. Suppose K,(X) exists, and &+,(A') does not. This means that the k + 1st standard parameter of (6,(K), U&~(N))) fails to be k + l-solid and k + l-universal.
This is a first-order property of 6,(X). Let JU,, = Al. By induction on k > n we define Gk, along with an iteration tree & on A,_, having last model Ju,. We shall have that Gkr .Yklk, and .A& are all in V, and countable there. The concatenation 5 of the .Y;, for n <i < k, will be an iteration tree on A; we let iit: JU,-.M, be the map given by 5. We shall also have that Jllk is (n, 9, X)-realizable via a map nk, where n is the given realization of A. Finally, we shall have that (Gj ( j 2 k) is A&-generic for njsk Col(o, ink(aj)), and that xk E .A&[( G, I j < k)]. ( Gj I j c k) will be appropriately Ak+,-generic because we shall also have crit(&+,) > in,k(8k). Since it is obvious how to use 4.3 to produce Gk, Fkkr etc., we give no further detail here. The only point to notice is that Col(w, 6) is universal for size 6
forcing. Let 9 be the direct limit of the Ju,'s under the i,,-'s, and iko : . On very appealing conjecture is that HODL'"' is in fact an iterate of L[.@'"], at least below @(n). This would clarify the internal theory of HODLCR), and in particular settle GCH. With a little more work, one can show that the model X of 4.8 has the same subsets of w1 as HODLcRB'; moreover its total measure on w, is just the club filter restricted to these sets, hence is in HODL'"'. We do not know whether X and HODL'"' have the same subsets of P(w,), as must be the case if the appealing conjecture is true.
